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Watch industry educational trip 
 
6 days / 5 nights  
Neuchâtel / Geneva 
 



Itinerary 



6 days Program  
  City  Planning  Lunch Dinner  Accommodation 

Day 1 Geneva / Neuchâtel 
Afternoon Meet & greet at Geneva airport & 
transfer to Hotel Palafitte Neuchâtel  
Evening welcome cocktail Hotel  

On board Hotel Palafitte 

Day 2 
Neuchâtel / La Chaux 
de Fond 

Morning Visit of International Clock Museum 
in La Chaux de Fond 
Afternoon Chocolate tasting & workshop 

Restaurant La Ferme 
des Brandt La Chaux 
de Fond 

Creux du Van 
Fondue Dinner 

Hotel Palafitte 

Day 3 Neuchâtel / Geneva 

Morning Sailing race on Lake Neuchatel 
Afternoon Transfer to Geneva with a stop 
onroute for a private guided tour in Lausanne 
& Lavaux area 

Restaurant La 
Maison du Prussien 
Neuchâtel 

Local restaurant 
Geneva 

Hotel Président 
Wilson 

Day 4 Geneva 
Morning Watch making workshop  
Afternoon Segway tour of Geneva and visit of 
Patek Philippe Museum 

Restaurant Chez 
Philippe Geneva 

Restaurant Il Vero 
Hotel Fairmont 

Day 5 
Geneva / Chamonix 
(France) 

Full day excursion to Chamonix (France) & 
helicopter scenic flight over Mont Blanc 

Local restaurant 
Chamonix 

Restaurant Bayview 
1* 

Day 6 Geneva 
Morning Free time for shopping in Geneva 
Afternoon Departure to Geneva airport 

Free in Geneva On board 



Hotel Neuchâtel 

Neuchâtel, called Neuenburg in German, has a rich cultural and architectural past. The Castle and the Collegiate Church 
(built in the Gothic style in the Middle Ages, a Reformed Church), which can both be seen from afar, are the city's 
landmarks. 

The Lac de Neuchâtel lies at the southern foot of the Jura mountains. The northern shore of the lake is characterized by 
vineyard landscapes, the southern shore by the largest marshland and bird paradise in Switzerland. Boat cruise 
enthusiasts can experience all three lakes at the periphery of the Jura – lakes Biel, Murten and Lac de Neuchâtel – on a 
leisurely, four-hour cruise. 
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Hotel Le Palafitte 5* 

The Palafitte, the only 5* establishment in Europe built on water, is situated on the outskirts of Neuchâtel town, midway between 
Geneva and Zurich Airport on one of the most prized sites of the Three Lakes Region with breathtaking views of the lake and the 
Alps.  

 

The Hotel boasts 40 spacious junior suites of 68 m² each. The Pavilions with their office nook, design bathroom featuring a Jacuzzi 
and private outside terrace, have all lake view. 24 Pavilions are built directly on the lake.  

 

The Le Colvert restaurant invites you on a marvellous culinary journey whilst Le Bar is an elegant and cosy area where intimate 
conversations take over in a magic atmosphere around the fire. 



Hotel Geneva 

Embedded between nearby Alpine peaks and the hilly terrain of the Jura, the French-speaking city of Geneva lies in the 
bay where the Rhone leaves Lake Geneva. With its humanitarian tradition and cosmopolitan flair, the European seat of 
the UNO and headquarters of the Red Cross is known as the «capital of peace». 

The symbol of the «world’s smallest metropolis» is the “Jet d’eau” – a fountain with a 140-metre-high water jet at the 
periphery of Lake Geneva. 

Most of the large hotels and many restaurants are situated on the right-hand shore of the lake. The old town, the heart 
of Geneva with the shopping and business quarter, holds sway over the left-hand shore 



Hotel Président Wilson 5*L 

Ideally located facing the lake and the famous Geneva “Jet d’eau” the hotel is located only 15 minutes away from the Geneva 
international airport, only steps away from botanical gardens.  

 

Each of the Hotel’s 228 guest rooms (180 rooms and 48 suites) has been sumptuously renovated and offer exceptional views 
of the lake, the outdoor pool or Geneva city.  

 

Discover new flavours at Bayview, the new gastronomic restaurant. Escape to L'Arabesque, and enjoy the subtle flavours of 
Lebanese cuisine. Glow, the hotel’s contemporary new lounge is supremely the perfect venue! Discover SO, the hotel’s Salon 
Oriental which is the magic of orient in a superb contemporary setting.  

 

Discover the first spa La Mer, unique in Switzerland ! During the summer season, enjoy the exclusive Poolgarden Terrace, the 
ideal spot for the elegant swimming pool & restaurant which overlooks the panorama of the Lake Leman.  



Day 1  
 

Arrival Geneva  
&  

Welcome cocktail Neuchâtel 



Welcome drink & dinner at  
Hotel Le Palafitte 5* – Neuchâtel 



Day 2  
 

Visit International Clock Museum  
& City La Chaux de Fonds 

 
Chocolate workshop Neuchâtel 



International Clock Museum  
La Chaux de Fonds 

"As I entered the foyer, I imagined I was in the middle of a big clock. The displays take us through the mysteries of time passing. 
Either as an observer or as a participant in surprising little experiments, our eyes are constantly drawn by the beauty or 
ingeniousness of the movements displayed! We see the watch in all its forms, from utilitarian to precious. We see the big brands 
and wonder at the luxury and prestige of the pieces. As I leave the museum, I take some air in the park and come face to face with 
what they call “Le Carillon”. Our eyes run over the machine and try to understand how it works. This visit is an exciting journey 
through time.“ 

 

The biggest museum specialised in clock-making in the world: 4,000 exhibits to see! 

 

This unique museum tells the story of time through 4000 extraordinary timepieces: sundials, atomic clocks, magnificent watches, 
clocks and examples of the jeweller's and goldsmith's art, as well as scientific and technical exhibits. 



Walking city tour La Chaux de Fonds 
UNESCO World Site Heritage 

La Chaux-de-Fonds, the birthplace of Le Corbusier, was the world capital of the watch-making industry for over a 
hundred years. It thus makes sense that the first house designed by the world-famous architect and the 
International Watch Museum are located here. 

The cityscape of La Chaux-de-Fonds, which was designated as a UNESCO World Heritage Site in 2009, is 
characterized by a chessboard design that was created at the beginning of the 19th century after a catastrophic 
fire. La Chaux-de-Fonds (1,000 meters above sea level) is the birthplace of the architect Le Corbusier, whose actual 
name was Charles Edouard Jeanneret-Gris. One of his early works, "Maison Blanche", is located here. He built the 
house in 1912 for his parents.  
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Restaurant La Ferme des Brandt  
La Chaux de Fonds 

Regional cuisine with  fresh, local, from  small regional farms.  
Here everything is homemade, the bread is baked in a wood oven.  Forgotten dishes such as braised veal cheeks or slowly 
dried meringues.  

The cuisine is seasonal, and decorated with wild scents collected from the surrounding nature. 

Capacity : Around 100 persons in different rooms 
 



 
Chocolate workshop 

Neuchâtel 
 

Jacot Chocolatier is created in Noiraigue in 1949 by Marcel Jacot who takes over and perpetuates a bakery. Since the chocolate 
factory stayed in the same premises, a few square meters! At the end of the 1960s, Francis Jacot joined his parents who decided 
together to direct production towards chocolate only. 

 

Production develops under the sign of creativity. Quality becomes the key differentiating criterion for the company, which is 
starting to develop in the creation of personalized chocolates for Haute Horlogerie. In 2010, no chocolate contains more Palm oil 
or saturated fats. 



Dinner Fondue at Creux du Van  

"Creux du Van", a natural rock arena of immense proportions, is located at the border of the cantons of Neuenburg and 
Vaud. Impressive 160 meter high vertical rock faces surround a four kilometer long and over one kilometer wide valley basin. 

First the glaciers, then the brooks have shaped the breathtaking rock formation from the 200 million year old lime deposits 
of a prehistoric ocean. The steep rock faces afford detailed insight into the geology of the Jurassic folding. 

The regional climate of the "Creux du Van" is exceptional and unusual - there are forests and arctic-alpine flora in the rock 
arena. Chamois, ibex, lynx and numerous other wild animals inhabit the pristine natural landscape, which is protected 
through the existence of a 25 square kilometer nature reserve. A spring, the "Fontaine Froide", has its source in the middle of 
a sinkhole. This spring's water is four degrees Celsius throughout the year. 



Day 3  
 

Sailing boat race 
&  

Visit Lausanne & Lavaux Unesco Area 



Sailing boat race on Lake Neuchatel 

The lake can have sudden mood swings, brought on by the winds: the Joran (from the north), the Bise (from the west), the Wind.... 
Aeolus blows and his moods can sometimes be dangerous, but they also give shivers of excitement when you are gripping onto 
your sail. 

In the company of professional skippers, participate in a regatta on "Surprise" type sailboats. This activity, ideal for consolidating 
and energizing teams, guarantees maximum sensations and adrenaline. In addition, we offer a wide range of water activities and 
organize your trip from A to Z. 



Restaurant La Maison du Prussien - 
Neuchâtel 

La Maison du Prussien is an old brewery dating back to the 18th century which has been turned into a luxurious, 
romantic hotel with an adjoining gourmet restaurant. Only five minutes by car from Neuchâtel railway station, the 
Maison du Prussien welcomes its guests by the riverside, in the shade and tranquillity of big trees, amongst the 
ruins of three old mills dating from the 16th to the 19th century. 



Lausanne & Lavaux UNESCO 

Covering 800 hectares, Lavaux is the largest contiguous vineyard region in Switzerland, and its daringly constructed hillside 
terraces have been protected by UNESCO since 2007. 

 

Right at the start of this tour, the medieval St. Saphorin with its narrow alleys and characteristic winegrowers' houses from the 
16th to 19th centuries is worth a visit. The town's original church steeple still adorns many wine labels today. It is said that the 
Auberge de l'Onde, an establishment that can look back at a centuries-old tradition of hospitality, and where local delicacies are 
served on three floors, is worth sinning for. 

 

To carelessly pass by wine cellars and traditional pubs would be a crime. After all, those who want to experience the scenery with 
all the senses should also taste it. And after a glass of Chasselas the dynamic uphills and downhills of the trail to Lutry are twice as 
much fun. On some days of the week the "Lavaux Express" is ready to comfortably transport tired hikers through the World 
Heritage Region, as is the "Lavaux-Panoramic" train, which takes hikers through the same region. 



Day 4  
 

Watchmaking workshop 
&  

Segway tour Geneva 
Patek Philippe Watch Museum visit 



Watchmaking workshop - Geneva 

It offers a complete immersion in the fascinating world of mechanical timepieces. Its ambition is to reveal the secrets of 
watchmaking, an ancestral skill which over the centuries has become synonymous with an entire region, an entire 
country. Lessons in theory and practice from a master watchmaker help you pierce the mysteries of a mechanical 
movement. Screwdriver and tweezers in hand, experience the unique thrill of seeing the beating heart of the watch 
you assembled come to life. 

 

Leave your everyday cares behind while Initium gives you the unforgettable experience of becoming a genuine 
watchmaker for the day or half-day. 



Chez Philippe - Geneva 

Located in the Passage des Lions, an excellent address for a restaurant for "carnivores", Chez Philippe might be 
taken for a micro-enclave of New York in the heart of Geneva. A sort of meatpacking district on the Rhône. 

An authentic grill house with its raw materials, its soft vibe and this distinctive embracing warmth that you can't 
quite decide if it's made of charcoal or friendship. Loft proportions, the space has two levels and two ambiance. 

 

 

Open every days from12:00 to 15:00 and from 19:00 to 23:00 

 



Segway tour Geneva 

TRAVEL ABOARD YOUR SEGWAY AND VIEW ALL THE ATTRACTIONS . 

 

You will travel to the time of Calvin and the Reformation on this guided tour in the Old Town of Geneva. The Protestant Rome 
will open its doors to you and let you in on all its secrets. Segways are the best way to see the narrow and steep streets. The 
cobblestones won’t be a problem for you either. 

 

You can also combine this visit with the one to the international quarters. 

We can deal with all ages, and any groups from 5 to 30 people on a Segway.  

We allow for Apéro, Segway games, Study tours, Museum visits and Treasure hunts, to name a few options. 



Patek Philippe Museum - Geneva 

Housed in a building erected in the early twentieth century, the Patek Philippe Museum introduces visitors to 500 
years of watchmaking history.  
Located in the heart of Plainpalais since 2001, this museum invites you to discover the origins of this accessory through 
its magnificent collections of Swiss, Genevan and European watchmaking and enamels from the sixteenth to the 
twentieth century. 
A library devoted entirely to watchmaking documents these historic collections that are composed of watches, musical 
automata and portrait miniatures painted on enamel as well as the prestigious creations of the Geneva-based 
enterprise since its founding in 1839. 
 
Opening Hours :  From Tuesday to Friday 14h00 – 18h00 
  On Saturday 10h00 – 18h00 



Restaurant Il Vero / Fairmont– Geneva 

Stunning unobstructed views of Lake Geneva, Jet d’Eau fountain and the French Alps provide the perfect backdrop 
for Il Vero. 

 

Inside Chef and his kitchen crew excel in creating authentic Italian cuisine. Lunch or dinner is a chance chance for 
Chef to tickle your taste buds with his  cuisine of traditional dishes where taste and product quality come first. 

 

Bathed in a festive atmosphere and adorned with grapevines and cypresses, a table on the terrace easily 
transports diners to an intimate spot in Tuscany. Our Sunday Brunch promises a unique dining experience with 
family or friends. 



Day 5  
 

Excursion to  
Chamonix Mont Blanc France 



CHAMONIX 

Cham' is a destination popular the world over. In the streets of this high-mountain town you'll hear languages 
from every corner of the globe. But the people who come to this 'summit meeting' share the same way of 
thinking, the same love for mountaineering, its legends and its ethics. 

When you're out shopping in the town centre, wherever you are look up and you'll see 'it' there… 4,810 metres 
(15,781 ft) of rock, snow, ice and dreams of things to come. 

 

Chamonix offers a multitude of slopes for all levels, each ski area having its own merit. Tremendously long slopes, 
skiing through the trees, freeride and off-piste, beginners slopes : an infinite number of possibilities for 
snowriders and mountain lovers alike. 



Panoramic flight  
Mont-Blanc - 4807 m 

There are events for which the path of the air gives another dimension... Together let's create the 
surprise! 

Your eyes will not suffice to register the sheer beauty of this area and words are inadequate to describe 
it fully. "Too short !" say those with whom we share this magical half-hour. A truly exceptional 
experience ! 



Restaurant Roof Top 42 – Geneva 

In the heart of Geneva, The restaurant-bar rooftop ° 42 offers an exceptional setting, with an Exclusive view on the 
city. 

At nightime, the rooftop ° 42 turns into a place of celebration where singers, artists & djs will make you dance until 
2am, from Tuesday to Saturday, from 10am to 2am! 

Riccardo Zappalá, Chef of the rooftop ° 42 makes you travel through its fresh and colorful products. 

Its Mediterranean cuisine, greedy and generous, will surprise you both by traditional inspirations & its 
contemporary dressings. 

 

Open : From 10h00 à 02h00 from Tuesday to Sunday.  



Day 6  
 

Shopping in Geneva 



Shopping Geneva 
Despite its small size, Geneva rivals London and Paris as a major shopping destination in Europe. Geneva specializes in 
the finer things in life and, though they are not cheap, the selection is staggering and makes for world class window 
shopping – practically a national sport in Switzerland 



SM Travel 

P.O. Box 2102 

1211 Geneva 01 / Switzerland 

Phone : +41 22 731 65 20 

smtravel@dmcgva.ch   

We would be pleased to welcome you in Switzerland ! 

Pictures are non-contractuals 

mailto:smtravel@dmcgva.ch

